
C2G
Decorative One Cutout Single Gang Wall Plate - White
Part No. CG-03725

Bring voice, data, audio and video together in one wall plate. Ideal for
residential wiring, this insert adds style and function to any wiring
system. Plus it provides convenient flexibility. Simply choose the
keystone insert or keystone jack combination you need, snap it into
the keystone insert, and finish the job with our decorative wall plate.
Also compatible with NEMA standard openings and boxes, this wall
plate will mount to any electrical or surface mount box, and accepts
most keystone snap-in modules.

Features & BenefitsFeatures & Benefits

Voice, data, audio, and video integration: The wall plate allows for
the consolidation of various types of connections in one place.

Residential wiring: Designed specifically for residential
use, it enhances the functionality and aesthetics of any
wiring system.

Keystone insert compatibility: The wall plate is compatible with
keystone inserts, allowing for easy customization and flexibility.

Decorative wall plate: It adds style to the wiring system,
enhancing the overall appearance of the room.

Compatibility with NEMA standard openings and boxes: The wall
plate can be mounted on any electrical or surface mount box that
adheres to the NEMA standard.

Accepts most keystone snap-in modules: It is compatible
with a wide range of keystone snap-in modules, providing
versatility in connection options.

Convenience: The wall plate simplifies the installation process by
allowing users to choose the desired keystone insert or jack
combination and easily snap it into place.

Aesthetics: The decorative wall plate enhances the visual
appeal of the wiring system, making it more pleasing to
the eye.

Customization: With the compatibility of keystone inserts, users
can easily customize the wall plate to meet their specific
connectivity needs.

 
 

SpecificationsSpecifications

General InfoGeneral Info

Product  LineProduct  Line C2G ColorColor White

UPC NumberUPC Number 757120037255 Country Of OriginCountry Of Origin China

Applicat ion SectorApplicat ion Sector Commercial, Hospitality, Residential Warranty TypeWarranty Type Lifetime

TypeType Wall Plate

DimensionsDimensions
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Product  Width USProduct  Width US 2.75 in Product  Depth USProduct  Depth US 0.25 in

Product  Height  USProduct  Height  US 4.5 in

Technical InformationTechnical Information

Number of GangsNumber of Gangs 1
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